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Home Care Solutions for Your Brand
Value for the Customer
Are you a Buyer and are you looking for an easily way to increase your business turnover?
Would you like to know to whom to rely in order this happens in a totally safe and reliable way?

Do you want to have the opportunity to drive your markets?
We reveal you the solution to offer your Customers attractive products with high Quality.
The only factor that allows you to quickly and easily increase your sales and rise your brand authority…

DEOFLOR is the solution for you!
More than 50 years of experience in the production of Toilet & Air Care products.
You can entrust to a qualified and recognized company, which will take charge of producing your product
line taking care of every single step quickly, easily and without any effort from your side.

www.deoflor.it

Home Care Solutions for Your Brand
Guidelines
A premium products range, in tune with current trends.
The proposals are 100% CLP compliant: the best guarantee for our Customer and the Consumers.

The compact packs are designed for the optimization of logistics and shelf space… minimizing the
environmental impact.

Thanks to the unique design, the products are easily recognizable on the shelf.

The best ratio quality-price-profit: Value for Money!
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Toilet Care
Maxi multiblock: features
Maxi foaming rimblock with cleaning and refreshing actions. It prevents limescale.
The choice of the Consumer who’s looking for a multi-action product that covers a large area of the toilet
bowl and with greater efficacy.
The cage with an ergonomic shape ensures the proper fit in all toilet bowls model.
The bright colors of the blocks, valorized by the transparent cage, make the visual of the product even
more appealing, in tune with the current market trends.
The careful selection of fragrances has given the right mix
of intensity and pleasantness.
Its blister compact pack is designed for the optimization of
logistics and shelf space.
Blister
Fragrances
Block
Cage

1x50g
ocean – lemon - bleach/forest
bicolor multiblock
transparent
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Toilet Care
Maxi multiblock: range

OCEAN

LEMON

BLEACH / FOREST

Intense & Relaxing.
The “must have”.
The European best seller fragrance in
the WC Care market.

Fresh & Bubbly.
The “gentle”.
The most delicate and loved
Mediterranean fragrance.

Active Hygiene.
The “added value”.
The bleach, combined with a balsamic
note, ensures extra-cleaning and a
pleasant scent of clean.
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Toilet Care
Bluing rimblocks: features
Solid foaming rimblocks with cleaning and refreshing actions.
They prevent limescale and color the water blue, with a fresh ocean fragrance.
The best in class product, with a modern and unique visual.
The best user experience: more coloring power, the right balance of duration / foam / fragrance…
no streaks in the bowl.
Unique valve, upside-down cages disposition.
Its blister compact pack is designed for the optimization of logistics
and shelf space.
The next coming premium version, bicolor with bleach, combines the
extra-cleaning and coloring effect.
Blister
Fragrance
Block
Cage

2x40g
ocean
blue
blue semi-transparent
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Toilet Care
Bluing rimblocks: design
The design of the New Bluing cage is strongly featured and refined, due to the convex shape of the upper
cover and the wide openings both on the cover that on the lateral sides.
Its half-round shape, as well as being aesthetically pleasing and suited to the design of the toilet bowls,
has a functional purpose too: the product, once positioned, rests at two points against the upper edge of
the bowl, remaining always in the correct position and channeling the water that arrives, from above or
laterally, inside the cage, creating a vortex useful to optimize the consumption of the block.
In addition, both the shape, tapered down, both the length of the hook have been
designed to better adapt to the multiple WC bowl variants, reducing the risk of bad
product positioning.

The glossy semi-transparent surface (for better reading of consumption level),
the blue marine color and the design give a modern and unique visual to the
New Bluing cage.
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Toilet Care
Cistern blocks
Foaming cistern blocks with water-soluble film: they clean, sanitize, refresh and color the water, with a
light fresh balsamic fragrance.
The round bicolor bleach version is multi-action, combining the cleaning and bleaching effects.
Each block is wrapped in a water-soluble film, with complete CLP warnings: the best guarantee for our
Customer and the Consumers.
Their compact packs are designed for the optimization of logistics and shelf space.

Premium

Basic

Box
Fragrance
Plus
Block

4x50g
forest
bluing
cube, blue

Blister
Fragrance
Plus
Block

2x48g
forest
bluing & bleach
round, blue & white
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Air Care
Gel air-fresheners
Long lasting gel air-fresheners 2in1, the evergreen products for large ambience, easy to use, available in
three different designs, in order to satisfy any aesthetic demand.
Classic

linear shape, attractive visual, ‘lean’

Modern

soft shape, recognizable visual, ‘notable’

Eco/fashion

stylized leaf shape, original visual, ‘lively’

The careful selection of fragrances gives the right mix of intensity
and pleasantness.
Container and adhesive label with colors and themes dedicated to
each fragrance.
150g
Fragrances
Colors

lavender, floral, white flowers, citrus
purple, red, light green, orange, white, pearl white
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Air Care
Scented sachets
Scented sachets for wardrobes and drawers: each box contains three sachets in TNT and three green satin
ribbons. Each sachet is sealed in its protection film.
The product recalls the traditional ‘lavender sachet’, always used to scent linen kept in wardrobes or
drawers, joining a segment closely linked to femininity and therefore also to emotional values.
The sachets can be hung in the wardrobe, using the ribbons, or can be placed in the drawers, or placed on
the laundry.
The product is 100% safe: it does not stain, does not discolor clothes
and linen and does not leave streaks.
Indeed, the granules contained in the sachets do not deteriorate
and remain clean and dry during the whole duration of the product.

Box and sachets with colors and themes dedicated to each fragrance.

Box
Fragrances

3x7g
lavender, rose, white flowers
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Air Care
Gel odor neutralizer for fridge
With the aim to achieve a higher respect for the Consumer and the Environment, Deoflor has selected an
active matter formed by a blend of vegetal extracts specifically created for neutralizing aeriform odors,
leaving the air clean and unscented.
More than 97% of its formula is of natural origin.
- Ice cristal shape, underlying the connection between the product and its use.
- Its faceting gathers the light and creates brilliant and bright effects.
- Transparent light blue gel, typical of the ice, cold and frost.
- Stable form, allowing the product to be positioned anywhere in the fridge,
not bound to the eggs-container.

- Thermosensitive label that controls the right temperature of the fridge
(4-5° C).
Blister

1x40g
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Air Care
Gel odor neutralizer for small spaces 2in1
The product removes the molecules responsible for bad odors and spreads a fresh lemon scent, in order to
give a sensation of cleanliness.

Blue concentrated transparent gel, in a space saving container, to be fixed with double-sided adhesive
(supplied) to the support.
The product has a specific active ingredient OCM (Odor Control Management).
The use of a concentrated gel has allowed to reduce to a minimum the size of the container, without losing
effectiveness. The gel is not consumed for the whole duration of the product: there are no leaks and drips.
Handy, stable, suitable to be placed anywhere, easy to apply
and replace, light… minimizing the risk of falling during its use.
The product is a "multitasking" device for small spaces:
waste bin, shoe rack, storage room, ...

Blister

1x3,5g
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Contact

Deoflor S.p.A.
Via Vespolate, 48
27030 Confienza (PV)
Italy

+39 0384 64461
+39 0384 64462
info@deoflor.it
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Thanks for your kind attention

